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ABSTRACT This paper presents an experimental and numerical study of the notch effect on 
strength and fatigue life of double edge notched (DEN) composite laminates made of woven 
glass fibre lamina 3238A/EW250F and woven carbon fibre lamina 3238A/CF3052. 
Experimental results show that the notch effect is dependent on fibre type, notch depth, load 
type and load sequence. A s n R d r− − − −  residual strength model was proposed to account 
for the effects of the notch and the stress ratio, and a progressive damage algorithm was 
developed to predict damage propagation and residual life of composites under spectrum 
fatigue load. Good agreement between the experimental results and the numerical predictions 
has been achieved.  
KEYWORDS notch effect; woven composite laminates; fatigue; block loading; life 
prediction 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Woven composite laminates are widely used in aerospace, transport and renewable energy industries 
due to their excellent shear strength, impact resistance and fracture toughness[1]. A main concern is the 
potentially significant drop to the strength and fatigue life due to the structural discontinuities which 
are introduced either for functional purposes in the form of notches and cutouts or accidently during 
manufacture and service in the form of defects. Reliable evaluation of notch effect on structural 
integrity remains a challenge to the industry, particularly for laminated woven composite components 
with complex failure mechanisms and interactions. A great deal of research has been conducted to 
investigate the effect of notches on the mechanical performance of fibre reinforced composite 
laminates under static and fatigue loads. It has been reported that the strength and fatigue behavior of 
both the UD-based laminates and woven composite laminates are significantly affected by the notch 
location (single-edge notch[1], double-edge notches[2] and central hole[3-12]), notch shape (circular hole, 
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elliptical hole and rectangular slot[3,4]), and notch size[4-7]. Fatigue damage mechanisms of notched 
composites are different to those of un-notched composites. In contrast to the wide spread of damage 
initiation sites along the length of un-notched composites, damage usually initiates at the notch and 
then split occurs and propagates tangent with hole in notched composites[8,9]. The damage growth rate 
and direction and the failure modes of laminated composite components are also dependent on many 
factors including fibre type[3], matrix ductility[10], stacking sequence[7,11], and load type[12]. 
Owing to the complexity in failure mechanisms and their interactions, there is no satisfactory progress 
in developing a widely accepted micro-level physical damage model to incorporate all the key 
parameters affecting the fatigue damage process of composite laminates[9,13]. Instead, a lot of 
cumulative damage models were developed to quantify the fatigue damage development in composites, 
which include Miner damage models, residual strength models, and residual stiffness models[14]. Miner 
damage models are simple and practical but do not consider the load sequence effect. Based on 
experimental results and numerous literature data, Found and Quaresimin[15] reported that the 
Palmgren-Miner linear damage rule was invalid for some composites including woven composite 
laminates. Sarfara[16] suggested that both linear and nonlinear Miner rules were inadequate for 
estimating the accumulated damage of composite joints under block loading. Epaarachch[17] tried four 
linear and nonlinear Miner models to estimate the damage accumulation of composites under two and 
three repeated block loading cases but found none of the models performed at reasonable confidence 
level. Residual strength models can predict the residual strength and the final failure by relating to the 
applied stress, which is essential for ensuring the capacity of composite structures to carry the design 
load in the case of extreme overloads appearing in regular cyclic loading[18, 19]. Chen et al[20] combined 
the residual strength model with frequency domain analysis to predict the fatigue life of woven 
composite laminates under random spectrum loading and obtained good correlation with experiment 
results. A major issue with the current residual strength model is the requirement of a large number of 
specimens to obtain the residual strength data. The advantage of residual stiffness models lies in the 
fact that stiffness can be measured frequently or even continuously during the fatigue test, whilst 
residual stiffness models lack the ability to identity the failure modes. Many residual stiffness 
models[21-23] were demonstrated to be suitable for woven composite laminates by a large number of 
experiments[24-26]. And a fatigue damage model was developed by combining the crimp model and the 
shear-lag model to predict the stiffness degradation of woven composite laminates, showing good 
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agreement between predictions and experimental results[27]. 
In addition, the residual stiffness and strength models were implemented in the commercial finite 
element code by Shokrieh and Lessard[28, 29] to assess the fatigue life and progressive damage of 
composites. Based on the experimental data of UD laminates under longitudinal/transverse 
tension/compression and in-plane shear fatigue loading, the residual stiffness and strength models are 
determined and integrated to simulate the degradation caused by fatigue damage. The static failure 
criteria are modified to identify the fatigue failure of elements. Different failure modes of the ply are 
detected by the fatigue criteria according to the stress state of each element. Lian and Yao[30] further 
developed the progressive fatigue damage model by considering the scatter of material properties and 
proposing a coupled residual stiffness and strength model as damage metric. Eliopoulos et al[31-33] 
developed a progressive damage simulation algorithm for life prediction of composites with arbitrary 
lay-up configurations under constant and variable amplitude multi-axial cyclic loading. The above 
progressive fatigue damage modeling approach is also suitable for woven composite laminates[34]. Two 
kinds of modeling method based on continuum damage mechanics (CDM) are commonly used in 
progressive fatigue damage analysis for woven composite laminates. One is to replace the woven fabric 
with two stacked unidirectional plies corresponding to the warp and weft thicknesses and use the CDM 
to define the properties of the two virtual unidirectional plies[35]. Another is to establish the meso-scale 
level (fabric unit cell) models by considering the geometry of yarns[36, 37]. Both of them however need 
a great number of experiments and mathematical functions, and the meso-scale models need straight 
inclined segments to depict in more detail the idealized woven fabric geometry including yarn path 
and cross-sectional shape. The complexity and computational intensity of the modelling process are 
the main constraint for their application. 
It has been observed that most of the research on notch effect have been focusing on the influence of 
central hole on tensile fatigue behavior of composite laminates. The research of the notch effect on 
compressive fatigue behavior is very limited, especially for double edge notch effect. Moreover, little 
quantitative results can be found in literature to characterize the notch effect on fatigue behavior and 
life prediction of woven composite laminates under spectrum loading. This research aims to fill the 
gap in the understanding of the effect of double edge notches on the strength and fatigue life of woven 
composite laminates under various loading condition and notch depth through a detailed experimental 
and numerical study.  
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2. MATERIALS AND TEST PROCEDURES  
2.1. Materials and specimens 
The test specimens were made of woven carbon fibre reinforced polymer 3238A/CF3052 and woven 
glass fibre reinforced polymer 3238A/EW250F, respectively. Table 1 presents the mechanical 
properties of the two materials. Both the woven glass fibre and the woven carbon fibre laminate 
specimens have the same stacking sequence of [(45/-45)/(0/90)]3s. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of 
specimen where ‘X’ represents the notch depth having the values of 2mm, 3mm, and 4mm for the 
notched specimens in this study. The laminate plates were fabricated by a vacuum bag process under 
high temperature of 130 °C and pressure of 0.5MPa. They were cut by a water jet to the size of the 
specimen. The notches were machined by a steel blade using water cooling.  
2.2. Test procedures 
All tests were carried out on the hydraulic servo testing machine Instron-8803 at the air moisture in 
the lab environment. According to ASTM standards D5766-11 and D6484-09[38, 39], all of the 
specimens were loaded at the rate of 2mm/min until failure during the static tensile and compressive 
tests. The constant-amplitude and block-loading fatigue tests were performed with the sinusoidal 
waveform at the loading frequency of 10 Hz. According to ASTM standards D7615-11 and E739-10 
[40, 41], the constant-amplitude fatigue tests were conducted under tension-tension (T-T) and 
compression-compression (C-C) cyclic loading at the stress ratios of 0.05 and 10. For each specimen 
type, at least four groups of fatigue tests were conducted under different stress levels to achieve four 
target fatigue lives, namely 410 , 510 , 55 10  and 610  cycles. Each group contained at least three 
specimens to ensure the reliability of the test data. The specimen which did not fail at the targeted 
fatigue life under the chosen fatigue stress level was loaded to failure under static load to obtain the 
residual strength. 
Fig. 2 shows the load histories of the high-low (H-L), low-high (L-H), and repeated high-low-high (H-
L-H) block-loading fatigue tests. ‘S’ is the maximum tensile stress when the specimen is subjected to 
T-T fatigue stress cycles at the stress ratio of 0.05. It is the minimum compressive stress when the 
specimen is subjected to C-C fatigue stress cycles at the stress ratio of 10. The numbers of the stress 
cycles in the first loading block in Figs. 2(a-b) are chosen based on the constant-amplitude fatigue 
experimental results to consume half of the fatigue life of the specimen. The stress spectrum of the H-
L-H block loading will be repeated until the failure of the specimen. Similar to the constant-amplitude 
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fatigue test, at least three specimens were employed for each block-loading fatigue test to ensure the 
reliability of the test data. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Notch effect on static and fatigue strength 
Table 2 presents the test results of static strengths of un-notched and notched 3238A/EW250F and 
3238A/CF3052 specimens. Fig. 3 shows the constant-amplitude fatigue test results of 3238A/EW250F 
and 3238A/CF3052 composite laminates where N   is the fatigue life and S   is the maximum 
absolute value of fatigue stress. The data points labeled with arrows and attendant numbers represent 
the run-out specimens which did not fail at the targeted fatigue life as mentioned in Section 2.2. The 
run-out specimens were then loaded up to failure under static load to obtain residual strengths R  of 
these specimens which are plotted in Fig. 4. It is worth pointing out that the lines in Fig. 3 and surfaces 
in Fig. 4 are the numerical prediction results using the residual strength model developed in Section 
4.1. Good agreement between the experimental and numerical results have been achieved. 
To assess the effect of the notch depth on static strength reduction and fatigue strength reduction, the 















=  (2) 
where 0u  is the strength of un-notched specimen, ud  is the residual strength of the notched 
specimen; uS  is the fatigue strength of un-notched composites at a specified fatigue life (106 cycles 
in this paper), dS  is the fatigue strength of notched composites at the same fatigue life. 
Based on the experimental results in Table 2 and Figs. 3 and 4, the strength reduction and notch factor 
curves were obtained and plotted in Fig. 5. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that both the static and fatigue 
strength of the notched specimen decreases with the increase of the notch depth, showing the expected 
detrimental effect of the notch. Moreover, the strength reduction factor curve under tension is below 
that under compression for both materials, and the notch factor curve under T-T fatigue load is below 
that under C-C fatigue load, indicating that the notch effect is stronger under tensile static and fatigue 
load than compressive static and fatigue load. 
In addition, the 3238A/CF3052 composite laminates have greater static strength reduction than the 
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3238A/EW250F composite counterparts but have less fatigue strength reduction than the 
3238A/EW250F composite counterparts, showing carbon fibre composites is more sensitive to the 
notch than glass fibre composites on static strength but is less sensitive to the notch on fatigue strength. 
This is probably due to the difference between damage mechanisms in the two materials under static 
and fatigue loads. Actually, the carbon fibre laminate 3238A/CF3052 has more severe stiffness 
mismatch (or more drastic strain gradient) between the reinforcement and the matrix than the glass 
fibre laminate 3238A/EW250F as both laminates have the same matrix material. As a result of more 
severe stiffness mismatch in carbon fibre laminate, the stress concentration around the notch of the 
carbon fibre laminate is more appreciable than that of the glass fibre laminate, causing greater static 
strength reduction in 3238A/CF3052 than that in 3238A/EW250F under static loading, and more 
matrix related damages (such as matrix cracking, fibre matrix debonding, splitting and delamination) 
in 3238A/CF3052 than in 3238A/EW250F under fatigue loading. It goes without saying that carbon 
fibre composites is more sensitive to the notch than glass fibre composites on static strength. However, 
these matrix related fatigue damages in turn redistribute and hence relax the initial high local stress 
around the notch, and thus the carbon fibre laminate 3238A/CF3052 experiences greater stress 
relaxation than the glass fibre laminate 3238A/EW250F. It stands to reason that carbon fibre 
composites is less sensitive to the notch than glass fibre composites on fatigue strength. 
3.2. Load sequence effect 
Table 3 presents the fatigue test results of the two materials under the block loading. The cumulative 
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It can be seen from Table 3 that the damage accumulation of woven composite laminates under H-L 
and L-H block loading do not follow a linear rule. The cumulative damage of 3238A/EW250F 
laminates under L-H loading is less than 1 but the cumulative damage under H-L loading is greater 
than 1, which demonstrates a strong load sequence effect on fatigue damage of woven composite 
laminates and agrees with the findings in literatures[15,16]. Actually, the nonlinearity in fatigue damage 
accumulation is attributed to the interactions of fatigue damage mechanisms at different stress levels 
and the stochastic nature of the material properties and loading conditions in real life scenarios [42,43]. 
Fatigue failure in composite materials occurs as a result of accumulation of various types of micro 
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damages rather than a dominant crack in metallic materials, which could make the nonlinearity in 
damage accumulation stronger in composite structures. The fact that L-H load is more damaging than 
the H-L load for woven composite laminates under tensile fatigue load can be rationalized by the effect 
of fatigue damages of the first load block on the fatigue damages of the second load block. The large 
number of low fatigue stress cycles in the first block of the L-H block loading introduces significant 
matrix related damage leading to multiple delamination and subsequent through-thickness stress and 
disruption of effective stress transfer between layers. This will cause more fiber breakage and 
accelerated final failure process in the second block of high fatigue stress in the L-H block loading, 
making the second block of high stress more damaging than the pure constant high amplitude fatigue 
loading. As a result, the cumulative damage ratio under L-H block loading is less than 1. On the other 
hand, the cumulative damage ratio under H-L block loading is greater than 1 as the small number of 
high stress cycles in the first block better align the fibers in the loading direction, reducing the fraction 
of the load taking by the matrix in the second block. This will delay the development of the matrix 
related damages under the low fatigue stress in the second block, making the fatigue stress cycles in 
the second block of the H-L block loading less damaging than the pure constant low amplitude fatigue 
loading.  
The cumulative damages of woven composite laminates under repeated H-L-H loading are less than 1 
for both materials, indicating that frequent transitions and interactions between stress ratios and stress 
levels significantly shortens the fatigue life of PWF composites. This agrees with findings in 
literatures[12,16,18] and is associated with the substantial damage that occurs during the transitions 
between different constant amplitude stress blocks[44]. As shown in Fig.2, the transition between the 
tensile and compressive stress block during H-L-H loading effectively forms a large stress amplitude 
loading cycle nearly twice the stress amplitude of the high stress load block. This kind of large 
transition loading cycle may trigger stronger failure mode interaction and hence can significantly 
shorten the fatigue life of woven composite laminates due to the brittle nature of the material and the 
detrimental impact of compressive stress cycle on fatigue life. In addition, the cumulative damage of 
3238A/CF3052 laminates is less than that of 3238A/EW250F laminates under repeated H-L-H 
spectrum load when specimens fail, implying that woven carbon composite laminates are more 
sensitive to interactions between tensile and compressive loading cycles. This is due to the fact that 
3238A/CF3052 laminates have the greater stiffness mismatch between the fibre and the matrix and are 
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subject to large transition cycles with higher local stress amplitude compared with the 3238A/EW250F 
laminates. 
3.3. Fractographic analysis 
To understand the fatigue damage mechanisms of 3238A/EW250F and 3238A/CF3052 laminates, the 
run-out specimens tested up to the nominal fatigue life of 610  cycles were examined under optical 
microscope. It is found that the damage morphologies of un-notched and double edge notched (DEN) 
woven composite laminates are similar but the damage morphology under T-T fatigue load is 
significantly different from that under C-C fatigue load. This is due to the difference in the controlling 
damage mechanisms under the tensile and compressive fatigue loading conditions. Under tensile 
fatigue loading, fibre is the main load-carrying element and the fatigue specimens under T-T fatigue 
loading show fibre-dominated failure modes. In contrast, under compressive fatigue loading, matrix is 
the main load-carrying element and the fatigue specimens under C-C fatigue loading show matrix-
dominated failure modes. Moreover, delaminations are often driven by the shear stress in Mode II 
under tensile fatigue load, but by the buckling of fibers or plies in Mode I under compressive fatigue 
load[8]. 
Under T-T fatigue load, short through-thickness matrix cracks first occur at the edge of specimens 
(mainly at the edge notches for notched specimens, as shown in Fig. 6, which then propagate into the 
laminates. The number of matrix cracks increases with the number of loading cycles until a critical 
crack density is reached. After saturation, they coalesce and further propagate in the forms of 
debonding and local delamination, Meanwhile, a lot of edge delaminations appear due to the high 
interlaminar shear stress near the free edges as shown in Fig. 7. The delaminations continue to grow, 
causing the disruption to the effective stress transfer between fibers and layers. Finally, massive 
breakage and pull-out of fibers happen as shown in Fig. 8. These are consistent with the findings in 
literatures[8, 9].  
In contrast to the observation under T-T fatigue load, Fig. 9 shows a lot of irregular matrix cracking 
and delamination instead of short through-thickness matrix cracks under C-C fatigue load. Moreover, 
local buckling usually happens in compression, accelerating the propagation of delamination during 
the fatigue process. The composite specimens exhibit mixed shear and interlaminar failure modes in 
the final stage under C-C fatigue load as shown in Fig. 10, which are commonly observed in woven 
textile composites under compression [45, 46]. Figs. 10a and 10c show the mixed through-thickness shear 
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and interlaminar failure modes, where damages propagate at an angle to the loading direction across 
the thickness of the specimen. Figs. 10b and 10d show the mixed wedge splitting and interlaminar 
failure mode, where one fractured part of specimen is pushed into the other when final failure happens. 
Two cracks propagate in the thickness direction to form the wedge and a large delamination happens 
in the middle with multiple delaminations clearly visible in the failed parts. The two kinds of mixed 
shear and interlaminar failure mode of specimens under C-C fatigue load happen randomly. In woven 
composite specimens, the shear planes are usually promoted by the stress concentration due to fibre 
waviness. The buckling and delamination under compression propagate in one shear plane or two shear 
planes to converge, forming the two kinds of fracture morphology. 
From Figs. 7-10, the difference between fatigue damage of 3238A/EW250F and 3238A/CF3052 
composite laminates can be summarized as follows. (i) The fatigue damages (including matrix cracking, 
debonding and delamination) in 3238A/CF3052 laminates are more widespread than those in 
3238A/EW250F laminates (see Figs. 7 and 9). These are consistent with the findings in literature[47]. 
Particularly in un-notched 3238A/CF3052 laminates under T-T fatigue load, the local and edge 
delaminations accelerate and expand all over the specimen until the final rupture (shown in Fig. 8c). 
The reason for the different fatigue damages between the two laminates are the higher applied stress 
level on 3238A/CF3052 composite laminates and the greater mismatch of stiffness between the fibre 
and the matrix material in 3238A/CF3052 composites. In reality, to achieve the same nominal fatigue 
life as that of 3238A/EW250F composites necessitates the higher applied stress level on 
3238A/CF3052 composite laminates, causing more matrix cracking and subsequent delaminations in 
3238A/CF3052 composites. Meanwhile, the greater mismatch of stiffness between the fibre and the 
matrix material in 3238A/CF3052 composites always results in greater stress concentration at the fibre-
matrix and interlayer interfaces in 3238A/CF3052 in relation to 3238A/EW250F[47], leading to more 
fibre-matrix debonding and interlayer delaminations in woven carbon composites. As shown in Figs. 
8 and 10, the aforementioned widespread damages induce more pull-out of fibers at tensile fatigue 
failure but more crushing under compressive fatigue loading in 3238A/CF3052 composites compared 
with 3238A/EW250F composites. (ii) For 3238A/EW250F composites, more damage mechanisms are 
activated in notched specimens than in un-notched specimens (shown in Figs. 7(a-c) and 9(a-c)) as a 
result of the high stress level in the notch area. However, for 3238A/CF3052 composites, the fatigue 
damages in un-notched specimens are more widespread than in notched specimens (shown in Figs. 
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7(d-f) and 9(d-f), especially for delaminations under T-T fatigue load. As discussed earlier, the 
delaminations occur more easily in 3238A/CF3052 laminates than 3238A/EW250F laminates due to 
the greater mismatch in material properties and higher applied stress level in carbon 3238A/CF3052 
laminate. In contrast with the notched 3238A/CF3052 specimens, the stress distribution is uniform in 
un-notched specimens and is high enough to trigger multiple small delaminations along the 
longitudinal direction. These widespread local delaminations will coalesce to form large delaminations 
in un-notched 3238A/CF3052 specimens. 
4. NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. Residual strength model considering the effect of notch depth and stress ratio 
Fatigue is the progressive degradation of material properties under repeated cyclic loading. It is hence 
reasonable to use residual strength to quantify the fatigue damage of the component. Based on Authors’ 
previous work[48], following relation is proposed to correlate the residual strength and the number of 
fatigue cycles at a given stress ratio of 0r : 
 ( ) ( )0 0
qp
n C s S R R n= − −    (4) 
where  is the number of fatigue loading cycles;  is the maximum absolute value of fatigue stress; 
  is the residual strength after   number of cycles;   is the fatigue endurance limit of 
composites;  is the initial residual strength of composites obtained by static test; ,  and  
are model parameters. 
It is also expected that the notch depth has significant influence on the initial residual strength  and 
fatigue limit . Following relations are assumed among ,  and the notch depth: 
 ( )100 0 11R R d = −  (5) 
 ( )200 0 21S S d = −  (6) 
where d  is the notch depth; 
1 , 1 , 2  and 2  are the model constants to be determined; 
0
0R  
is the initial strength of un-notched composites; 00S  is the fatigue endurance limit of un-notched 
composites. 
Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4) gives 
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Eq. (7) is the governing equation of the s n R d− − −  fatigue residual strength model at a given stress 
ratio of 0r . The initial residual strength of the notched composite component is usually obtained from 
the static test, and the model constants 
1  , 1  and 
0
0R  are obtained from the static test data by 
means of the linear regression principle (see Appendix A). Then using the fatigue test results, the model 
parameters 
2 , 2 , 
0
0S , p , q  and C  are determined by best fitting method (see Appendix B). 
Real engineering structures are rarely under constant-amplitude loading so it is important to account 
for the effect of stress ratio in the residual strength model. The empirical Goodman diagram[49] shown 
in Fig. 11 is adopted in this study to modify the s n R d− − −  model. Note that the crack growth in 
homogeneous metal materials primarily occurs in tension as crack tends to close under compressive 
loads. As a result, the Goodman model for metallic materials does not consider the fatigue damage 
under compression. For composite materials, crack growth can however occur under compression and 
should be accounted for. Therefore, following piecewise linear function based on the Goodman model 
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aS  and mS  are the stress amplitude and mean stress; 1S−  is the fatigue endurance limit under 
fully reversed cyclic loading; 
t  is the ultimate tensile strength of the material; c  is the ultimate 
compressive strength of the material; r  is the stress ratio.  
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where max,rS  is the maximum nominal stress at the stress ratio of r , and min,rS  is the minimum 
nominal stress at the stress ratio of r . 
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In order to simplify the formulation of model, the initial strength 
0R  is introduced to represent the 
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Note that 
t  and c  respectively represent the ultimate strengths on tension- and compression-
dominated sections of material and are different values. 
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eqs. (10) and (11), and taking transformation of Eqs. (10) and (11) to 
eliminate 
1S−  yields 
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Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (7), the s n R d r− − − −  residual strength model considering the effect 
of stress ratio is determined as 
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Obviously, Eq. (14) is a phenomenological model which can quantitatively characterize the effect of 
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notch depth and stress ratio on residual service life and residual strength of the composite component. 
Based on the initial residual strength data ( )0,i id R  of un-notched and notched 3238A/EW250F and 
3238A/CF3052 laminates obtained by static tensile and compressive static tests, the model constants 
1  , 1  and 
0
0R  for tension and compression are determined by means of the linear regression 
principle. Again, using the T-T and C-C fatigue test data ( ), , ,i i i is n R d  of un-notched and notched 
3238A/EW250F and 3238A/CF3052 laminates, the model parameters 
2  , 2  , 
0
0S , p  , q  and 
C  at the given stress ratio 0r  of 0.05 and 10 in this paper are determined by best fitting method. 
Table 4 presents the s n R d r− − − −   residual strength models of 3238A/EW250F and 
3238A/CF3052 woven composite laminates.  
Note that, when both s  and R  equal the fatigue stress S , the number of loading cycles n  should 
be the fatigue life N . The residual strength model in Table 4 will then be turned into the equations for 
the S N−  curves and the s n R− −  surfaces under given stress ratio and notch depth. The S N−  
curves in Fig. 4 and the s n R− −  fatigue surfaces in Fig. 5 are plotted for the 3238A/EW250F and 
3238A/CF3052 specimens at stress ratios of 0.05 and 10 with notch depth of 0, 2 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm, 
respectively. It can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that the predictions have good correlation with 
experimental results, demonstrating the validity of the s n R d r− − − −  residual strength model. 
4.2. Fatigue life predictions for DEN specimen with 3mm notch depth 
To demonstrate the application of the s n R d r− − − − residual strength model developed in Section 
4.1, fatigue lives of the DEN 3238A/EW250F and 3238A/CF3052 specimens with 3 mm double edge 
notches are predicted and compared with the experimental results. Palmgren–Miner rule, s n R− −  
residual strength surface model and progressive damage analysis are used to predict the fatigue life of 
the notched specimen under block loading shown in Fig. 2.  
Firstly, based on the s n R d r− − − −  residual strength models in Table 4, the S N−  curve models 
of 3238A/EW250F and 3238A/CF3052 laminates with 3 mm double edge notches are obtained and 
listed in Table 5. By utilizing them together with the Palmgren-Miner rule, the final fatigue life of 
composite laminates under block loading is determined when the cumulative Miner damage equals 1. 
Moreover, based on the developed s n R d r− − − −  residual strength models in Table 4, the s n R− −  
residual strength surface models of 3238A/EW250F and 3238A/CF3052 laminates with 3 mm double 
edge notches are obtained and listed in Table 6. By using them, the strength of 3mm notched composite 
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laminates under block loading shown in Fig. 2 can be gradually degraded with increasing number of 
loading cycles. It is worth pointing out that for the load history containing both T-T and C-C fatigue 
loads, the ratio of residual strength to initial residual strength is used for degradation during fatigue 
process. According to the residual strength criterion: failure occurs when the applied stress equals the 
residual strength, the failure of composites is identified. Thus the fatigue lives of 3238A/EW250F and 
3238A/CF3052 laminates with 3 mm double edge notches under block loading shown in Fig. 2 are 
obtained. 
In addition, according to the flowchart in Fig. 12, the residual life and damage progression of composite 
structures under spectrum fatigue load can be evaluated through iterative cycles of FE stress analysis, 
material property degradation and failure identification. The FE model of 3 mm double edge notched 
composites with [(45/-45)/(0/90)]3s stacking sequence (shown in Fig. 1b) is established with 
commercial FE software ANSYS by SHELL181 element. The mesh around the notch is refined as 
shown in Fig. 13. There are 1776 elements in total. A mesh density study has been carried out to avoid 
the dependency of simulation result on mesh size. The mesh of the FE model was refined iteratively 
until the mesh size had negligible effect on the life prediction in the progressive damage analysis, as 
shown in Fig. 14. Note that M in Fig. 14 is the number of elements and N is the life prediction of 
3238A/EW250F composite laminates with 3 mm double edge notches at the maximum fatigue stress 
of 125MPa under T-T loading. Basic mechanical properties of material in Table 1 are used for the 
model. The symmetry constraint is applied to the right side, the complete displacement constraint is 
applied to the bottom, and the fatigue load is applied to the top of the model. Then the stress state of 
each element can be calculated. Considering that the final fracture of notched composite laminates 
happens perpendicular to the loading direction as shown in Figs. 8 and 10 which is mainly controlled 
by the applied axial stress, the through-thickness equivalent stress component in Y axis is used for the 
progressive damage analysis. Based on the developed s n R d r− − − −  residual strength models in 
Table 4, the s n R− −   residual strength surface models of un-notched 3238A/EW250F and 
3238A/CF3052 laminates are obtained and listed in Table 7, which are used for gradual material 
property degradation of elements. By using the residual strength criterion, the failed element is 
identified and the FE stress analysis is re-executed. In that way, the iterative cycles of FE stress analysis, 
material property degradation and failure identification are performed until the final failure of 




4.3. Comparison between experimental and numerical results 
The residual life and damage propagation of the FE model under constant-amplitude fatigue loading 
at the stress ratios of 0.05 and 10 are illustrated in Figs. 15 and 16. In Fig. 15, the failed elements 
during fatigue process are marked with red color. Fig. 15a shows the damage propagation of 
3238A/EW250F composite laminates with 3 mm double edge notches at maximum fatigue stress of 
98MPa under T-T loading, whereas Fig. 15b presents the damage propagation of 3238A/EW250F 
laminates with 3 mm notches at minimum fatigue stress of -124MPa (maximum absolute stress of the 
fatigue cycle) under C-C loading. It can be seen from Figs. 15 and 16 that the number of failed elements 
increases with increasing number of loading cycles. The model prediction agrees with the experimental 
observations in general. The fatigue damage initiates at the corner of the U-notch due to the stress 
concentration and propagates in some angles towards the center of specimen, which is consistent with 
the experimental observations in Fig. 6. With the increasing number of loading cycles and the stress 
relaxation explained in Section 3.1, the fatigue damage tends to propagate in the plane perpendicular 
to the loading direction and fails at this weakest plane. 
The damaged area during fatigue process under C-C fatigue load is larger than that under T-T fatigue 
load, which agrees with the experimental observations as shown in Figs. 8 and 10 in general. The local 
buckling usually happens under compressive fatigue load, causing larger delamination under C-C 
fatigue load compared with the T-T fatigue load. Moreover, the composite laminates under T-T fatigue 
load show fibre-dominated failure modes which has fracture surface perpendicular to the loading 
direction; however, the matrix-dominated failure of composites under C-C fatigue load usually 
happens in the angled shear plane which is larger than the cross-section area. The calculated damage 
propagation area in notched 3238A/EW250F and 3238A/CF3052 laminates are nevertheless similar as 
both materials have similar damage mechanisms and failure modes except for some details like coarser 
fracture surface for carbon fiber composites as shown in Figs. 8 and 10. It should also be noted that 
the current progressive damage analysis relies on equivalent engineering parameters for model 
prediction, which makes the direct detailed comparison of the damage area between the numerical and 
the experimental results impractical at present. Future work is required to incorporate various physical 
failure modes in the progressive damage analysis to simulate the micro failure mechanisms in 
composites more accurately. 
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Table 8 summarizes the comparison between life predictions by the three methods in Section 4.2 and 
experimental results under block loading shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that (i) for Palmgren–Miner 
rule, the predicted fatigue life of woven composite laminates under L-H loading and H-L loading are 
the same; however, for the developed s n R d r− − − −   residual strength model and progressive 
damage analysis, the predicted fatigue life under L-H loading is shorter than that under H-L loading. 
This proves that Palmgren–Miner rule cannot consider the effect of load sequence while 
s n R d r− − − −  residual strength model and application of residual strength model into progressive 
damage analysis can effectively consider the effect of load sequence, which is consistent with findings 
in literature[32]. Under variable-amplitude fatigue loading, the accumulated damage (or strength 
degradation) of composite material at the former stage will affect the damage (or strength degradation) 
at the next stage, so using the residual strength model as fatigue damage metric can naturally take load 
sequence into consideration; (ii) the maximum relative deviations between experimental results and 
predictions by Palmgren–Miner rule, s n R d r− − − −  model and progressive damage analysis are 
43.10%, 30.32% and 18.41%, respectively. The prediction based on Palmgren-Miner rule does not 
account for load sequence effect and has the lowest life prediction accuracy as compared with the 
experimental results. The progressive damage analysis has best prediction accuracy but the most 
complicated computational process. The s n R d r− − − −  residual strength model has lower (but 
reasonable) calculation accuracy than progressive damage analysis but is much simpler, demonstrating 
great potential for engineering application. 
In order to further compare and discuss the damage accumulation under L-H and H-L loading, the 
damage accumulations of 3238A/EW250F composite laminates with 3mm double edge notches under 
L-H and H-L loading are predicted with Palmgren–Miner rule and s n R− −  residual strength (RS) 
surface model (shown in Fig. 17). Note that the cumulative damage index ( )D n  corresponding to 
Palmgren-Miner rule is calculated by fatigue −S N  curve models in Table 5 and Eq. (3), while for 
the RS surface model it is calculated based on the s n R− −  surfaces in Table 6 as follows: 








It can be seen from Fig. 17 that the cumulative Miner damages under L-H and H-L loading follow a 
linear rule and reach 1 at the same number of fatigue loading cycles, indicating that Palmgren–Miner 
rule cannot account for load sequence effect. Unlike the cumulative Miner damage, for the RS surface 
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model, the cumulative damages follow a non-linear rule and is strongly dependent on the load sequence. 
Under L-H block loading, there exists a sudden acceleration of RS damage accumulation at the 
transition from first low stress block to second high stress block which follows higher damage 
accumulation rate. However, the transition from first high stress block to second low stress block under 
H-L loading causes an obvious retardation of RS damage accumulation with subsequent lower damage 
accumulation rate. As a result, the L-H load sequence is more damaging than H-L load sequence, which 
agrees with the experimental results discussed in Section 3.2.  
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents an experimental and numerical study of the notch effect on strength and fatigue 
life of DEN composite laminate specimen made of woven glass fibre lamina 3238A/EW250F and 
wove carbon fibre lamina 3238A/CF3052 under tensile and compressive static load, constant-
amplitude T-T (R=0.05) and C-C (R=10) fatigue load, and H-L, L-H, and H-L-H block fatigue load. 
Following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental and numerical results obtained in the study: 
(i) The double edge notches have significant detrimental effect on static and fatigue strength of woven 
composite laminates. The detrimental effect is greater under tensile static and fatigue load than 
compressive static and fatigue load. 
(ii) The fatigue damage of woven composite laminates is significantly affected by load sequence. The 
L-H block load is more damaging than H-L block load. The transitions between tensile stress block 
and compressive stress block can significantly shorten the fatigue life of woven composite laminates. 
(iii) The fatigue damage mechanisms of un-notched and notched woven composite laminates are 
similar. The damage mechanisms under T-T and C-C fatigue load are however significantly different. 
The fatigue specimens under T-T fatigue load show fibre-dominated failure modes while those under 
C-C fatigue load are controlled by matrix-dominated failure modes. Moreover, the fatigue damage in 
3238A/CF3052 composites is more severe than that in 3238A/EW250F composites. 
(iv) A s n R d r− − − −  residual strength model considering the effect of notch depth and stress ratio 
and progressive damage algorithm has been developed to predict fatigue lives of notched woven 
composite laminates. Good agreement between the experimental results and the numerical predictions 
has been achieved, demonstrating the validity and great potential for engineering applications of the 





Taking the logarithm form of Eq. (5) yields 











=                              (A-2) 
lgv d=                                 (A-3) 
1lga =                                (A-4) 
1b =                                  (A-5) 
By means of the linear regression principle, the undetermined parameters a  and b  can be obtained. 
Then 
1  and 1  are determined and the function can be obtained as follows. 
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Taking the logarithm form of Eq. (7) yields 
 
0 1 1 2 2y a a x a x= + +  (B-1) 
with 
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Ca lg0 =                                  (B-5) 
1a p=                                   (B-6) 
2a q=                                   (B-7) 
According to the maximum likelihood principle, the constants 
0 1 2, ,a a a  and residual sum of squares 
Q  can be obtained 
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From the above equations, it can be seen that 
1x , 11L , 12L  and 10L  are functions of the 
undetermined constants 
0
0S  , 2  and 2 . So the undetermined parameters 0a  , 1a  , 2a  and Q  
are also the functions with regard to 
0
0S , 2  and 2 . By means of the minimum value principle of 
0
0 2 2( , , )Q S   , it is possible to have the solving equations with regard to 
0























By numerically solving Eq. (B-7), the solutions of 
0
0S  , 2   and 2  can be obtained and the 
unknown constants p ,  q and C  are then determined as 
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(a) Un-notched specimen          (b) Notched specimen 
Fig. 1  Geometric configuration and dimensions of specimen. 
 
Fig. 2  Load history of block-loading fatigue tests: (a) H-L load history for 3238A/EW250F 
laminates, (b) L-H load history for 3238A/EW250F laminates, (c) H-L-H load history for 







































































































































Fig. 3  Constant-amplitude fatigue test results: (a) 3238A/EW250F at the stress ratio of 0.05 (T-T), 
(b) 3238A/EW250F at the stress ratio of 10 (C-C), (c) 3238A/CF3052 at the stress ratio of 0.05 (T-
T), (d) 3238A/ CF3052 at the stress ratio of 10 (C-C). 
  
 
Fig. 4  Fatigue s n R− −  surfaces: (a) 3238A/EW250F at the stress ratio of 0.05 (T-T), (b) 
3238A/EW250F at the stress ratio of 10 (C-C), (c) 3238A/CF3052 at the stress ratio of 0.05 (T-T), 




Fig. 5  Strength reduction and notch factor curves: (a) variation of strength reduction factor with 
notch depth, (b) variation of the notch factor with notch depth at the nominal fatigue life of 106 
cycles. 
 
Fig. 6  Macro photographs of damaged composite specimens: (a) notched 3238A/EW250F 
specimen, (b) notched 3238A/CF3052 specimen. 
 

























Fig. 7  Fatigue damages at the edge of run-out specimens at 610  loading cycles under T-T fatigue 
load: (a) notched 3238A/EW250F specimen, (b)(c) un-notched 3238A/EW250F specimen, (d) 
notched 3238A/CF3052 specimen, (e)(f) un-notched 3238A/CF3052 specimen. 
 
Fig. 8  Failure modes of specimens under T-T fatigue load: (a) notched 3238A/EW250F specimen, 
(b) notched 3238A/CF3052 specimen, (c) un-notched 3238A/CF3052 specimen. 
 
Fig. 9  Fatigue damage at the edge of run-out specimens at 610  loading cycles under C-C fatigue 
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load: (a) notched 3238A/EW250F specimen, (b)(c) un-notched 3238A/EW250F specimen, (d) 
notched 3238A/CF3052 specimen, (e)(f) un-notched 3238A/CF3052 specimen. 
 
Fig. 10  Failure modes of notched specimens under C-C fatigue load: (a) mixed through-thickness 
shear and interlamilar failure mode of 3238A/EW250F specimen, (b) mixed wedge splitting and 
interlaminar failure mode of 3238A/EW250F specimen, (c) mixed through-thickness shear and 
interlamilar failure mode of 3238A/CF3052 specimen, (d) mixed wedge splitting and interlaminar 
failure mode of 3238A/CF3052 specimen. 
 
Fig. 11  Constant life diagram to account for stress ratio effect. 
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Fig. 12  Flowchart of progressive damage algorithm under spectrum fatigue loading. 
 




Fig. 14  Mesh density effect. 
 
(a) Stress ratio of 0.05, fatigue stress of 98MPa 
 
(b) Stress ratio of 10, fatigue stress of -124MPa 







































































Fig. 16  Residual life predictions at the stress ratios of 0.05 and 10: (a) 3238A/EW250F composites, 







 H-L load sequence, Miner
 L-H load sequence, Miner
 H-L load sequence, RS






Fig. 17  Damage accumulation of 3238A/EW250F composites under L-H and H-L loading. 




1E  / 
GPa 
2E  / 
GPa 
12  
1  / 
MPa 
2  / 
MPa 
12G  / 
GPa 
13G  / 
GPa 




Tension 17.77 17.71 0.11 361.9 364.5 1.72 1.13 1.13 
Compression 22.66 22.43 0.11 262.5 268.9 1.72 1.13 1.13 
3238A/ 
CF3052 
Tension 65.97 65.59 0.083 558.2 569.9 2.08 1.89 1.89 
Compression 51.03 51.21 0.083 511.6 512.7 2.08 1.89 1.89 
Table 2  Static strengths of un-notched and notched laminates (unit: MPa). 
Composites Load direction 0 2mm 3mm 4mm 
3238A/EW250F 
Tension 349.5 210.2 190.5 179.0 
Compression 235.6 186.1 167.1 156.1 
3238A/CF3052 
Tension 541.8 314.3 281.9 261.2 
Compression 417.6 284.4 231.2 202.2 
Table 3  Experimental results under block spectrum loading 
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Table 4  s n R d r− − − −  residual strength models. 
Composites Stress ratio s n R d r− − − −  model 
3238A/ 
EW250F 
1 1 r  −    
( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )






698.90 1 0.33 1
9.75 10
0.95 698.90 1 0.33 1 1.05 1
51.43 1 0.48 349.45 1 0.33
d r
n s
d r s r s
d d R n
−
 − −=  
 − − + + −  
 − − − − 
 
1 or 1r   r −   
( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )






4712.0 1 0.13 1
1.13 10
9 471.20 1 0.13 1 11 1
102.32 1 0.23 235.60 1 0.13
d r
n s
r d r s r s
d d R n
−
 − −=  
 − − − + + −  




1 1 r  −    
( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )






1083.64 1 0.34 1
4.35 10
0.95 1083.64 1 0.34 1 1.02 1
313.38 1 0.16 541.82 1 0.34
d r
n s
d r s r s
d d R n
−
 − −=  
 − − + + −  




1 or 1r   r −   
( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )






8352.6 1 0.20 1
4.60 10
9 835.26 1 0.20 1 11 1
97.35 1 0.31 417.63 1 0.20
d r
n s
r d r s r s
d d R n
−
 − −=  
 − − − + + −  
 − − − − 
 
Table 5  Fatigue S N−  curves of laminates with 3mm double edge notches. 
Composites Stress ratio S N−  curve 
3238A/EW250F 
0.05 ( ) ( )7.28 0.59179.75 10 9.58 192.01N S S−=  − −  
10 ( ) ( )8.79 0.16211.13 10 52.58 169.22N S S−=  − −  
3238A/CF3052 
0.05 ( ) ( )8.87 0.32204.35 10 193.85 283.69N S S−=  − −  
10 ( ) ( )29.20 0.30694.60 10 29.98 237.81N S S−=  − −  
Table 6  Fatigue s n R− −  surface models of laminates with 3 mm double edge notches. 
Composites Stress ratio s n R− −  surface 
3238A/EW250F 
0.05 ( ) ( ) 0.597.28179.75 10 9.58 192.01n s R n−=  − −    
10 ( ) ( ) 0.168.79211.13 10 52.58 169.22n s R n−=  − −    
3238A/CF3052 
0.05 ( ) ( ) 0.328.87204.35 10 193.85 283.69n s R n−=  − −    
10 ( ) ( ) 0.3029.20694.60 10 29.98 237.81n s R n−=  − −    
Table 7  Fatigue s n R− −  surface models of un-notched laminates. 
Composites Stress ratio s n R− −  surface 
3238A/EW250F 
0.05 ( ) ( ) 0.597.28179.75 10 51.43 349.45n s R n−=  − −    
10 ( ) ( ) 0.168.79211.13 10 102.32 235.60n s R n−=  − −    
3238A/CF3052 
0.05 ( ) ( ) 0.328.87204.35 10 313.38 541.82n s R n−=  − −    
10 ( ) ( ) 0.3029.20694.60 10 97.35 417.63n s R n−=  − −    




























H-L 228664 182901 20.01 196613 14.02 220925 3.38 
L-H 170820 182901 7.07 179465 5.06 181624 6.32 
H-L-H 158271 211738 33.78 132500 16.28 145710 7.94 
3238A 
/CF3052 
H-L-H 139276 199308 43.10 181500 30.32 113632 18.41 
 
 
